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Subject(s): Doctor, Hepatobiliary Surgery, Tongji Hospital, Tongji Medical College,
Huazhong University of Science & Technology
Summary
1.

We have been doing liver transplants now, and all along.

2.
Please make an appointment with Professor Xiong at the clinic. Professor Xiaong
is in charge of liver transplants.
3.
Professor Xiong Jun, Director Hu Qinggang, Professor Wan, and Professor Chen
are all in the same team doing liver transplants.
Translation
Investigator: Hello.
Doctor: Hello.
Investigator: Hi, greetings, greetings! Is this Hepatobiliary Surgery at Tongji Hospital
affiliated to Huazhong University of Science and Technology?
Doctor: Hi, yes, yes, yes. How can I help you?
Investigator: Ah, greetings, Doctor. My last name is Li. I’m a relative of a patient. We
want to get a liver transplant done at your place. Do you still do liver transplants now?
Doctor: As for the liver transplants, we’ve been doing them now. We’ve been doing them
all along!
Investigator: Ah, then I’d like to get a rough idea. If we go there and join the waiting list
this week, roughly how soon can we get the transplant done?
Doctor: You need to make an appointment with one of the professors at the outpatient

clinic. Please make an appointment with Professor Xiong at the clinic. Professor Xiaong
is specially in charge of liver transplants.
Investigator: Ah.
Doctor: And then you’ll have to wait. The wait time can be long or short. It’s hard to say.
You understand? It depends on the blood type and the tissue typing of the patient.
Investigator: Okay, here’s our situation. We have already done all the examinations in
Huangshi. Can I bring the medical records, and let the professor take a look at them?
Doctor: Yes, please bring the medical records, and come to the inpatient service, to let
Professor Xiong take a look.
Investigator: Ah, then Professor Xiong…
Doctor: Which day of the week is today?
Investigator: Wednesday.
Doctor: Professor Xiong is usually available during the day time, from Monday to Friday.
Investigator: Ah, that’s day time Monday through Friday. How should I address him,
Professor Xiong? What’s his full name? Professor Xiong?
Doctor: It’s Xiong Jun, Professor Xiong, or Professor Xiong Jun.
Investigator: Ah, it’s Xiong Jun, right?
Doctor: Ah, yes, yes, yes. You can come to see Professor Xiong directly, okay?
Investigator: I want to get a rough idea. In other words, as you make the arrangement for
a patient’s assessment to be done either at the inpatient service or at the outpatient clinic,
usually, how do such things get arranged at your hospital?
Doctor: For things like that, when you come, they will make the arrangement for you.
The professor will arrange it for you.
Investigator: Ah, then Doctor, I still have a question. So, from the assessment until the
transplant surgery, if the tissue typing is smooth, do you think that, by the end of the year,
within a month, the operation can be done, if things go smoothly?
Doctor: Can it be done within a month?
Investigator: Ah, yes, yes, yes.

Doctor: For that, we…
Investigator: I really hope you can help us here. As for a blood type B, because my
relative has blood type B, do you think that there are many patients, who’re waiting in
line here, with that blood type, B type?
Doctor: For a blood type B, it should be okay, as long as it is not panda blood. You can
come tomorrow and consult with Professor Xiong, okay? If you have any questions, you
can call directly to the doctors’ office. The doctor’s office phone number is 61669, okay?
Investigator: Ah, just replace the last digits with 61669, right?
Doctor: Ah, it’s 61669, replacing the last digits.
Investigator: Yours is 61…
Doctor: Ours here is ending with 61621. You can replace the last digits with 61669.
Investigator: Your number seems to be 51621? Not 61621?
Doctor: The first digits remain unchanged, just replace the last digits with 61669, then
call the doctors’ office. This is the phone number for the nurses’ station, okay?
Investigator: Ah, this is the nurses’ station’s phone number, 85761669…
Doctor: It’s 61669, 61669, okay? Look for Doctor Chai. Under Professor Xiong there is
another doctor, Doctor Chai, who is surnamed Chai.
Investigator: Which Chai, please? Doctor Chai?
Doctor: Chai as in “Chaihuo”, Chai as in “Chaihuo”.
Investigator: Ah, Doctor Chai, okay, okay. So, as for Doctor Xiong himself, can we ask
him to do the transplant surgery as the chief surgeon himself? Professor Xiong?
Doctor: Yes, yes. It will be him himself, yes!
Investigator: Ah, you also have a director surnamed Hu, right? In your liver
transplantation there is a director surnamed Hu, Hu Qinggang or Director Hu. Is he still a
chief surgeon?
Doctor: They are all together. All our liver transplantation doctors participate as chief
surgeons, including Professor Wan, our director. Tomorrow please directly, directly bring
all the test results, along with the medical records, if you have any questions, okay?
Investigator: So you’re saying that Professor Wan, Xiong Jun or Professor Xiong, and Hu

Qinggang or Professor Hu, they are all in the same team, right?
Doctor: They are all in the same team. We are all the same team. Liver Transplant is one
single team. And we also have Professor Chen, and we are all in the same team.
Investigator: Also Professor Chen, is he in the same team?
Doctor: Yes, yes, yes.
Investigator: I’d like to know if I make an appointment with Professor Xiong for the
morning or afternoon?
(The other party hung up)

